LPS PRODUCTS

LPS LOW SURFACE TENSION (LST)
A deep penetrating formulation attacks rust and corrosion to free “frozen” parts. LST has an extremely low surface tension that combines with a powerful foaming action to provide complete surface coverage, better penetration and improved moisture displacement. LST Penetrant lubricants and protects against rust and corrosion. 11 oz. aerosol can. P/N 09-01916........... $9.75

LPS COPPER ANTI-SEIZE
Prevents seizure up to 1800°F (982°C). Lead free. Protects against seizure, heat-freeze, galling, rust and corrosion. Brushes easily. Highly adhesive on both wet and dry surfaces. Will not run, drip or settle out. Conforms to MIL-PRF-907E. Ideal for use on stainless steel and for joining dissimilar metals. Copper color 1/2 lb. can P/N 09-02908.................. $14.75

LPS MAGNUM TEFNON LUBRICANT
LPS® Magnum Teflon® Lubricant provides ultra-high lubricity plus the additive strength of Teflon® for high-temperature, high-pressure environments. In even the most demanding situations, extend equipment life and reduce maintenance. 11 oz. Spray Can P/N 09-26430.............. $13.95

LPS FOOD GRADE SILICONE LUBRICANT
Food Grade Silicone Lubricant is a non-staining, high quality lubricant designed especially for the food industry for use as an anti-stick agent for chutes and slides. 10 oz. P/N 09-04052............. $8.95

LPS® COLD GALVANIZE CORROSION INHIBITOR
Zinc purity greater than 99%. Works like a hot-dip on ferrous metals indoors and outdoors. Withstands water temperature up to 212°F (100°C) and continuous dry heat up to 750°F (400°C). Commonly used as a flash rust preventative on welded areas – Long term protection – Flexible coating will not yellow, chalk, crack or peel – Electrochemically protects bare metal – Dries to touch in 3 to 5 minutes – 4 oz. (397g) – aerosol P/N 09-26425............. $12.50

LPS® INSTANT SUPER DEGREASER *
Heavy-duty performance – Power blast spray – Non-flammable – Removes oil, grease, dirt and tar – Non-chlorinated – Fast evaporating – Non-conductive – No rinsing – No residue – NSF® C1 registration #129029 (aerosol); #129028 (bulk) – Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) approved 20 oz. P/N 09-026415............ $26.85

LPS KB-88 ULTIMATE PENETRANT
KB 88 has extremely high solvency and special additives to enhance penetration and attack corrosion. It makes the toughest maintenance job easier, faster, safer, and simpler. Formulated to attack and quickly release rusted and corroded nuts, bolts, hinges, and other frozen components. High KB solvency value of 151 and low surface tension and penetrates faster and deeper than most other similar products in the market place. Displaces moisture with an aggressive formula that is NSF® Certified. H2 Registration # 138534 (Aerosol). This product is VOC compliant in all 50 states. 13 oz. P/N 09-04027............. $13.95 20 oz. P/N 09-04028............. $19.50

LPS® TKX® ALL-PURPOSE LUBRICANT
All purpose, value lubricant which displaces moisture, loosens rusted or frozen parts and protects metal against corrosion. Does not contain chlorinated solvents or silicones. Safe to use on most surfaces. High flash point of 175°F (79°C). Inverta Spray Valve allows user to spray in an upright or inverted position. NSF® H2 registration. 11 oz. (312g) – aerosol P/N 09-00148.................. $6.65

LPS® HDX HEAVY-DUTY DEGREASER *
Non-flammable – Removes oil, grease, dust, dirt, moisture, tar, brake fluid and other contaminants – Fast evaporating – Low odor – Quick penetration – No residue – Non-conductive – NSF K1 registration # 059809: (aerosol); # 059810: (bulk) 19 oz. (539g) – aerosol P/N 09-26407.............. $10.50 1 gal. (3.78 l) P/N 09-26408.............. $69.25

LPS 1st PREMIUM LUBRICANT
Provides a dry, thin lubricating film. Resists oil, dust and dirt build-up. Fast acting penetration. Displaces moisture Loosens rusted or frozen parts. Provides a short term, light corrosion resistant barrier. Nonconductive Ideal for delicate mechanisms. Used worldwide in aviation. Safe on paint and most plastics. Inverta Spray Valve allows user to spray in an upright or inverted position. NSF® H2 registered. 11 oz. (312g) – aerosol P/N 09-26100............... $11.90 1 gal. (3.78 l) P/N 09-26200............... $46.95

LPS 2nd HEAVY-DUTY LUBRICANT
Strong, multi-purpose lubricant and penetrant with added corrosion protection. Provides a non-drying, light, oily film for use on indoor/outdoor equipment. Reduces wear caused by friction and corrosion. Displaces moisture Loosens rusted or frozen parts. Provides up to one year of protection. Nonconductive Safe on paint and most plastics. Inverta Spray Valve allows user to spray in upright or inverted position. NSF® H2 registered. 11 oz. (312g) – aerosol P/N 09-26100............... $11.90 1 gal. (3.78 l) P/N 09-26200............... $52.75

LPS 3rd PREMIER RUST INHIBITOR *
Forms a transparent, soft, waxy film for protection & lubrication – Inhibits rust and corrosion – Protects steel parts indoors for up to two years – Penetrates to displace moisture – Does not contain chlorinated solvents or silicone – Nonconductive – Safe on most surfaces – Stops rust and corrosion – Provides non-sling lubrication – Provides anti-seize coating – Safe to use on rubber, fabric, plastics and paints – Inverta Spray Valve allows user to spray in an upright or inverted position. NSF® H2 registered #129027: (aerosol) #059849 (bulk) 11 oz. (312g) – aerosol P/N 09-26300............... $16.75 20 fl. oz. (591ml) trigger P/N 09-001223.............. $22.50 1 gal. (3.78 l) P/N 09-26400............... $67.80

LPS® QB PRECISION DUSTER *

* ATTENTION: Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) Government Regulations: Product cannot be purchased, sold or used in the states listed below. CA, CT, DC, DE, IL, IN, ME, MD, MA, MI, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, VA...